A given word is split into two parts which may, or may not, have the same number of letters. A common letter (A to Z) is positioned at the front of each of the two groups of letters to form two words which, ideally, make a 2-word phrase. eg. ADEN + MM = MAD MEN

RELIGHT + AA = ARE ALIGHT

ADEN + BB = BAD BEN

OVERALL + CC = COVER CALL

IDEAL + DD = DID DEAL

RELY + EE = ERE ELY (in UK)

ROMAN + FF = FROM FAN

ORAN (a city in Algeria) + GG = GO GRAN!

ALTER + HH = HALT HER!

STEM + II = IS ITEM

AMAR (a first name) + JJ = JAM JAR

ERRANT + KK = KERR KANT (both names)

ANDOVER + LL = LAND LOVER

YEN + MM = MY MEN

OOSE + NN = NO NOSE

MARRAM (a grass) + OO = OMAR (a first name) ORAM (a surname) also transposals

ALLAYS + PP = PAL PLAYS

AVENUES + RR = RAVEN (surname) RUES
EVENING + SS = SEVEN SING

RIPEN + TT = TRIP TEN

PTERUS + UU = UP UTERUS

ILEAN (a girl’s name) + VV = VILE VAN

ASHEN + WW = WAS WHEN?

ONES + YY = YON? YES!

ANEAL (a metallurgical term) + ZZ = ZANE ZAL (names)